Abstract: What if a team of collaborative autonomous robots grew your food for you? In this talk, I will demonstrate some key theoretical and algorithm advances in adaptive control, reinforcement learning, collaborative autonomy, and robot-based machine vision my group is working to bring this future a lot nearer! Equipment manufacturers have been automating large agricultural equipment – tractors, harvesters, and even excavators; but automating large equipment only addresses a part of the agricultural labor crisis. Large equipment cannot be used in wet, muddy, and uneven fields; or when the crop canopy grows; and is expensive. Furthermore, practices like blanket spraying, tilling, and the increasing size of equipment are leading to critical sustainability problems: Herbicide resistant weeds, soil compaction, increasing carbon footprints, and pesticide runoff are just a few of these problems. Teams of small aerial and ground robots could be a potential solution to these problems, but fully autonomous agricultural robots that operate without supervision for weeks, months, or entire growing season are not yet practical. I will discuss my group’s theoretical and practical work towards this challenging problem. I will talk about our lightweight, compact, and highly autonomous field robot TerraSentia. I will also discuss new algorithms for enabling robust long-duration autonomy in harsh, changing, and uncertain environments, including deep learning for robot machine vision, coordinated weeding algorithms, deep reinforcement learning, and transfer learning for deep reinforcement learning domains.
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